Penny Hydraulics specialise in the conversion of commercial vehicles. Our **award-winning** range of vehicle-mounted lifting equipment offer a wide range of lifting solutions increasing the efficiency of your fleet and reducing the risk of injury to your workforce.

We are proud to be certified converters of many leading OE vehicle manufacturers.
Penny Hydraulics offer a full service on our range of vehicle-mounted lifting equipment. You can rest assured that when you are buying from Penny Hydraulics that we will support you through every step of the way.

SwingLift, LoadLift or PH Range - A Spectrum of Lifting Solutions

Penny Hydraulics award-winning, ultra-lightweight ‘SwingLift’ electric cranes have been the go-to solution for van and pick-up installations and for a wide range of applications including utilities, deliveries and highways since 1982.

The diverse range of Penny Hydraulics ‘LoadLift’ loading platforms for vans, pick-ups and trucks means that Penny Hydraulics are the ideal contact for lifting equipment for fleets big and small, for 3.5-tonne commercial vehicles all the way up to 12-tonne trucks.

The fully hydraulic PH range of cranes offer powerful lifting solutions with little impact on the footprint and overall weight of the vehicle. With a full range of boom lengths and lifting capabilities the PH range there are over 470 options to choose from.

Only Penny Hydraulics Convert Vans, Dropsides and Tippers

We are the only vehicle mounted lift manufacturer that provide lifting solutions for vans, dropsides and tippers. Our partners only need to deal with us for thir full range of vehicles.

CONFIGURATOR

Not sure which lifting equipment is suitable for your vehicle? Check out our innovative new tool the Configurator! Answer a few simple questions about your requirements and the Configurator will suggest a lifting solution.

Try it now: https://configurator.pennyhydraulics.com